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How to Improve the Service Speci�cations of theISO/OSI Basic Reference ModelChristian Facchi�Institut f�ur InformatikTechnische Universit�at M�unchenD-80290 M�unchenE-Mail: facchi@informatik.tu-muenchen.deDraft of March 21, 1996AbstractWe present in an informal way the results of a formal speci�cation of theISO/OSI basic reference models service speci�cations. A new modular way of ser-vice speci�cation which improves the reusability regarding di�erent layers withina network is introduced. Some description techniques, which the ISO/OSI basicreference model uses, like time sequence diagrams, are clari�ed and improved. Asa consequence the description of the ISO/OSI basic reference model gains a higherpreciseness. Some ambiguities of the informal descriptions are removed by textualcorrections.1 IntroductionThe OSI basic reference model describes di�erent layers for the modularization of com-puter communication in [ISO84a, CCI88a]. According to [VL86] a speci�cation of onelayer should be based on the highest level of abstraction. Therefore we take servicespeci�cations instead of protocol speci�cations as requirement speci�cations, because aprotocol describes only the implementation of a service.�New address: Siemens AG; PN KE TCP 31; D-81359 M�unchen; Christian.Facchi@pn.siemens.de
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Figure 1: Abstract representation of one layerFigure 1 shows an abstract representation of an arbitrary layer within the ISO/OSIbasic reference model. The service users can exchange the basic elements of a communi-cation, the so-called service primitives, only with the use of the service provider. So fora communication between the service users they have to take use of the service provider.The interfaces between each service user and the service provider are the service accesspoints (SAP). A main focus of our approach is to introduce a method describing the ser-vice provider of each layer in a formal way. For every layer there is a service speci�cationas an ISO or CCITT1 document. These speci�cations are based on natural languagewith some additions of semi-formal and formal descriptions. The natural language andthe semi-formal parts may lead to not intended interpretation ambiguities, which shouldbe avoided in an international standard. To avoid misinterpretation it is necessary todevelop a formal service speci�cation for every layer [Vis88]. Such a speci�cation ex-ists for the session and the transport layer [ISO92, ISO89b] using the formal descriptiontechnique LOTOS [ISO89a]. However, due to the use of a monolithic speci�cation style,according to [VSvSB91], the reusability of these speci�cations is not very high. Thereforein [Fac95b] a modular approach of a formal service speci�cation has been introduced.This approach uses a constraint-oriented speci�cation style [VSvSB91] that improves thereuseability of the speci�cations. In the following we present some improvements of theISO documents or CCITT recommendations, which are based on the formal approach ofthe service speci�cation.Our method can be sketched as follows: As a �rst step the semi-formal parts ofa service speci�cation are transformed to formal ones in a schematic way. Then thenatural language parts which are usually speci�c to one layer are formally described.The di�erent speci�cation parts are then combined into a complete and formal servicespeci�cation.In Section 2 we present a modular way for a formal service speci�cation. Section 3describes the results of the formalization of the description techniques used by the ISOand CCITT documents. Finally in Section 4 we give a summary.1In 1993 the CCITT became the Telecommunication Standards Sector of the International Telecom-munication Union (ITU-T). If a document is published by CCITT this organization name is used insteadof ITU-T in the sequel. 2



2 The Modularization of Service Speci�cationsIn the ISO2 documents di�erent description techniques are used. Each of them describesonly one speci�c aspect of a service property. However, the combination of these di�erentspeci�cation parts is not de�ned in the ISO documents. The presented modular approachis based on the service de�nition of the transport layer [ISO84b, CCI88f] which also canbe seen in the de�nition of other layers. In this part one speci�c property has beende�ned:This section de�nes the constraints on the sequence in which the TS primi-tives may occur. The constraints determine the order in which TS primitivesoccur, but do not fully specify when they may occur. Other constraints, suchas ow control of data, will a�ect the ability of a TS user or TS provider toissue a TS primitive at any particular time.This de�nition suggests a modular approach to a service speci�cation, in which for everypart of the speci�cation a separate description technique is used independently. To givea formal semantics we believe it is useful to de�ne the semantics of every descriptiontechnique and furthermore the semantics of the combination of them. Then each de-scription part which is a speci�cation of only one aspect of a service, can be regarded asan independent part. Because of the precise de�nition of the combination, these descrip-tion parts can then be put together to describe a complete service. If this combinationis de�ned as a conjunction, the speci�cation style is constraint-oriented according to[VSvSB91]. However, such a precise interpretation is not carried out in the ISO docu-ments in which only the parts of the speci�cation have been mixed together. In [Fac95b]for every speci�cation part an isolated formal semantics is developed and a operationfor the combination is formally de�ned. This exact de�nition has among others theadvantage of a higher reusability of the speci�cations for di�erent layers. For each de-scription technique in the ISO documents a method for developing a formal descriptionhas been introduced. Because the combination's formal de�nition major parts of theservice speci�cation can then be schematicly formalized for di�erent layers. In detailfor every graphical description technique in the ISO documents a transformation into atextual representation is given. Then a mapping from this textual representation to a setof sequences of service primitives is introduced. Each description part has as semanticsa set of sequences of service primitives. As semantics of the combination the intersec-tion of sets is chosen. As a consequence every description technique part describes oneconstraint or in an informal notion one aspect of a service property.2In the following we do not explicitly mention the CCITT recommendations, if as a matter of theharmonization both ISO and CCITT documents are existing. Moreover, we use the phrase ISO docu-ments as an abbreviation for ISO documents concerned with the service speci�cation of a layer withinthe ISO/OSI basic reference model.
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3 Results of the Formalization of the Speci�cationTechniquesIn this section we present some improvements of the description techniques used in ISOdocuments. One description technique we have examined are time sequence diagrams(TSDs) describing the allowed sequences of exchanged service primitives on both serviceaccess points. As a second description technique we focus on an isolated examinationof sequences on one service access point, which is achieved in the ISO documents byautomata and tables. We call these description technique local constraints (LC). As a lastdescription technique we have chosen the queue model (QM), which describes the detailedexchange of service primitives on both service access points including parameters.3.1 Time Sequence DiagramsTime Sequence Diagrams (TSDs) are widespread graphical representations employed toclarify the communication between service users and a service provider in the OSI basicreference model. They are used in di�erent documents to describe one property of alayers service. TSDs have been de�ned as a part of [ISO87a]. Later this ISO documenthas been harmonized by CCITT [CCI88b]. Both descriptions can be distinguished bysome minor details. Nowadays a renewal of the TSD description has been done by ISO[ISO91a, ISO94]. In contrast to [ISO87a, CCI88b] one powerful operator and a specialrepresentation style has been moved into the appendix of the document, which is not abinding part. With the use of the results presented in this paper and [Fac95b, Fac95a]these parts can be transformed from comments to valid de�nitions. However, our mainpoint of interest is [ISO87a, CCI88b] because they form the basis for the ISO/OSI basicreference model.With TSDs timing precedences between service primitives can be expressed. In thefollowing the term events is used instead of service primitives as an abbreviation.HHH-a -b� �� �� c�dFigure 2: Example TSDIn Figure 2 a TSD describing the temporal ordering of the events a, b, c and d ispresented. The two vertical lines which denote the Service Access Points (SAP) dividethree di�erent communication partners from the left to the right: User A (on the left-hand side), the service provider (between the two vertical lines) and user B (on the right-hand side). The vertical lines also denote an increase in time downwards. Therefore a4



temporal ordering of service primitives at each SAP is given. Two service primitives atdi�erent SAPs can be related by a solid line, which indicates a timing precedence. InFigure 2 the event b takes place after event a. Events connected with a tilde (�) are notrelated with respect to time. Therefore any temporal ordering between the events c andd in Figure 2 is allowed.The TSDs of a service speci�cation can be regarded as a description of the genera-tion principle for the allowed sequences of events, which we call scenarios. To clarify thesemantics of a TSD description of a service we introduce the notion scenaric interpre-tation which describes one possible scenario of a TSD without repetition. The completeinterpretation describes an arbitrary number of repetitions of TSDs. The scenaric inter-pretation of a single TSD describes the allowed scenarios of events, but it is not possiblethat only a pre�x of these scenarios take place. In other words the scenaric interpretationimposes the requirement that all events of a TSD have to take place.3.1.1 Di�erent Expressiveness of Two StylesIn [ISO87a, CCI88b] two di�erent styles for describing TSDs are introduced. TheseStyles di�er in the modeling of the service primitives' time consumption.HHjXrequest HHjXindication� �
 	��� Xresponse���Xcon�rmHHHH-Xrequest -Xindication� �
 	� Xresponse�Xcon�rm Figure 3: Di�erent styles for TSDsThe left TSD presented in Figure 3 models the consumption of time in the serviceprovider part. Therefore we name this style service provider oriented, in [CCI88b] thisstyle is identi�ed as style 1, in [ISO87a] as logically correct presentation or preferrednotation. Because the time consumption is modeled in the service user parts we namethe style used in the right part of Figure 3 as service user oriented. This style is namedin [CCI88b] as style 2, in [ISO87a] as alternative notation. In [CCI88b] both styles forrepresenting TSDs are regarded as equivalent:Each OSI Layer Service de�nition may adopt either of these styles for usein time-sequence-diagrams. No di�erence in the sequence of primitives beingdescribed is implied by the style used.In [ISO87a] more careful words are used:Both presentations are intended to convey the same basic meaning.5



However, both styles have a di�erent expressiveness, which is not annotated in [ISO87a,CCI88b]. To show the di�erent power of this two styles a TSD in a provider orientedstyle is introduced which cannot be transformed to the service user oriented style.HHHH�a -b
Figure 4: Only in the service provider oriented style presentable TSDIn Figure 4 a TSD in the service provider oriented style is shown. For this TSD is noequivalent representation in the service user oriented style existing. The reason thereforeis the conict between the time consumption and the orientation of the service primitives(input or output). This can be seen by the fact that in the service user oriented style theconnection between the SAPs is only de�ned by a horizontal line. In Figure 4 thereforea slanted line is used. We refer to [Fac95b] for a more detailed discussion. As a resultof the greater expressiveness the provider oriented style should be preferred. This factdelivers a formally based argument for the usage of the \logically correct presentation"in [ISO87a].An interpretation problem of a TSD using the service user oriented style appears inthe service speci�cation of the physical layer [ISO88b, CCI88c].HHja ��� bHHjcHHjdHHja ��� bHHjcHHjdFigure 5: TSD of the physical layerThe TSD presented on the left side in Figure 5 is used in [ISO88b, CCI88c]. Thedotted line between the service primitives a and b suggests a timing precedence betweenthem although it does not exists. This can be seen on the starting points of the arrowswhich are not in any timing relation. We suggest the use of the right side of Figure 5to avoid a possible timing ambiguity between the service primitives a and b. Note thatthis possible misunderstanding is only based on the service user oriented style becauseit can not occur using the service provider oriented style.6



3.1.2 Rigorous InterpretationIn nearly all ISO/OSI documents TSDs are only used to describe some examples of apossible service behavior. This can also be seen on the recent de�nition of TSDs [ISO94]:Time-sequence diagrams do not provide a complete and unambiguous de-scription of an OSI-service. They are aimed at clarifying, mostly through theuse of examples, the most complex aspects of a OSI-service.Such a view is as a starting point for a formal oriented approach worthless, because allbehaviors of a service provider are allowed. E.g. let a set of TSDs describe the behaviorof a service provider. If a sequence of service primitives is not covered by this TSDs,the on examples based view allows that this sequence is also possible. As a consequenceof this interpretation all sequences are possible. Therefore the used TSDs can be seenonly as comments. To use formal methods we chose a rigorous approach: The usedTSDs describe uniquely the possible behavior of a service provider. If a sequence ofservice primitives is not covered by at least one TSDs or a combination of TSDs, it isprohibited. Thus the set of TSDs describes only a set of allowed sequences, and furtherformal development steps can be carried out.Another aspect of the interpretation is based on liveness properties. We claim that aTSD describes also a liveness property. All service primitives of a TSD have to happenand not only a pre�x of the complete sequence. E.g. the scenaric interpretation of theTSD of Figure 4 only leads to the sequence <a; b>. This is necessary because duringa data transfer the data has to be transfered or a disconnection has to happen. Inother words the data request always leads to a reaction. This is expressed in our formalnotation by the liveness part of the property.3.1.3 Composition of TSDsIn the ISO documents TSDs are used as a collection of single TSDs. The TSD part of aservice description can be seen as a set of single TSDs due to the graphical description,in which TSDs have been put side by side without explicit visible combination operation.Moreover, the combination of TSDs is not mentioned in the ISO documents. However, tode�ne the semantics of TSDs an interpretation of the composition of TSDs is necessary.Therefore, we have chosen an or-operation which is associative and commutative likean union operation on sets. Although this operation is strong enough to express thecomposition of TSDs, the repetition of TSDs needs to be de�ned. For several reasons,e.g. the speci�cation of a data transfer with reordering, we have chosen a repetitionbased on interleaving. The repetition of one TSD is achieved by an arbitrary numberof interleavings of sequences which are the semantics of that TSD. For more details see[Fac95b, Fac95a].
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3.1.4 Unrestricted Service User's BehaviorWith TSD it is possible to restrict the behavior of the service users. This is a consequenceof the fact that the service provider, which is the component being speci�ed, is onlyresponsible for the output service primitives. The input service primitives cannot beinuenced by a service provider because they are produced by the environment, theservice users. However, TSDs can urge input service primitives to happen.HHHH-i1 -o1���� ?� i2�o2Figure 6: TSD with restriction of the service users behaviorThe TSD presented in Figure 6 is taken from the speci�cation of the abracadabraservice [Tur93, ISO91b]. This TSD is also used within the service speci�cation of allOSI layers with one di�erence: The arrow between the service primitives o1 and i2on the right side of this TSD is only used in [Tur93, ISO91b]. We believe that thisarrow is used to express a causality between the output service primitive o1 and theinput service primitive i2. The reason for such a causality is that according to the TSDpresented in Figure 6 after <i1; o1> the input service primitives i2 is expected. This isa restriction of the environment's behavior, that is responsible for the input event i2.Such a restriction should be avoided [AL93]. To deal correctly with this situation theassumption/commitment style has been adopted for TSDs in [Fac95b, Fac95a]. Thenthe expectation of i2 is described in the assumption part of the speci�cation. Also a falseinput, e.g. if i2 happens before o1, can be dealt with. In both cases the environment hasviolated the rules �rst and therefore the component can behave arbitrary.3.1.5 Absence of a Timing PrecedenceTSDs use two elements for describing timing precedences. One of them is the tildeoperator which describes that no timing precedence is existing.
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Figure 7: TSD with no timing precedencesThe TSD presented in Figure 7 has been taken of the service de�nition of the data linklayer [ISO88a, CCI88d]. In the de�nition of TSDs [ISO87a, CCI88b] the interpretationof this TSD is not provided. Due to the missing timing precedence between the events iand o the scenaric interpretation of the TSD of Figure 7 yields the sequences <i; o> and<o; i>, if repetitions are ignored. Note that in that case a strange behavior can occur.The service provider produces the output element o and expects the input element iproduced by the service user, who represents the environment of the component to bespeci�ed. Due to [AL93] the behavior should not be restricted. Therefore it has to beallowed that the service user does not react with an i, and the sequence <o> has tobe included in the set of sequences describing the scenaric interpretation of the TSDpresented in Figure 7.The unrestricted behavior of the service users makes an interpretation of the tilde op-erator used by TSDs possible. For more details see [Fac95b, Fac95a]. The interpretationproblems based on the restricted service user's behavior appear in a later implementation.We believe that they are responsible for using the tilde operator only in the appendix of[ISO94]. In our semantics we give the tilde operator a clear and precise interpretation,which is not in contrast to later implementations.3.1.6 Solved Interpretation Di�cultyA TSD used in the service speci�cation of the network layer [ISO87b, CCI88e] and thedata link layer [ISO88a, CCI88c] leads to an ambiguous interpretation.HHHH-a -b� �
 	� c�dFigure 8: TSD of the network and data link layerThe TSD presented in Figure 8 allows two possible interpretations:9



� Within the restricted interpretation both of the events a and b have to happenbefore an event d is possible.� The general interpretation allows that event d happens before event b, becausethere exists no timing precedence between these two events in this TSD.Note that all allowed sequences of the restricted interpretation are also included in thegeneral interpretation. In the service speci�cation of the network layer [ISO87b, CCI88e]the general interpretation is explicitly mentioned in the document. However, this addi-tional text is missing in the service speci�cation of the data link layer [ISO88a, CCI88d].This leads to a possible ambiguity, whether the restricted interpretation can be chosenor not. We have chosen the general interpretation, because there is no timing precedencebetween the events a and d visible in the TSD presented by Figure 8.3.1.7 Bidirectional Data TransferIn no ISO document a bidirectional data transfer within one connection is possible, if theused TSDs are strictly interpreted. There is only one TSD given for the data transferwithin one established connection. In this TSD only an unidirectional data transferfrom the service user who has initiated the connection to his communication peer ispossible. However, e.g. in the service speci�cation of the transport layer [ISO84b, CCI88f]a simultaneous data transfer in both directions is allowed in the explaining text. Todescribe this behavior we suggest to mirror the TSD which describes the data transfer.
���� � DATArequest�DATAindicationHHHH-DATArequest -DATAindication

Figure 9: TSDs for bidirectional data transferIn Figure 9 two TSDs are used to describe a bidirectional data transfer.3.1.8 Incompleted TSDsIn nearly all service speci�cations of the OSI basic reference model a connection disrup-tion which is a disconnect event issued by the service provider is possible. However, thisfact is not speci�ed by the used TSDs, only a textual addition is given in the ISO docu-ments. In this textual addition it is only stated that every shown TSD can be disruptedby disconnect service primitives. The same observation can be achieved by the INRESservice [Hog89, Hog91] which we use for simplicity.10



HHH-IDATreq -IDATind -IDATreq�IDISindFigure 10: Data transfer of the INRES serviceBased on the TSDs presented in Figure 10 and with the exact interpretation, thatevery TSD has to be carried out completely, the following sequence of service primitivesis possible. Suppose there have been two IDATreq, then a connection disruption occurs.Based on the TSDs of Figure 10 the service provider has to emit exactly two IDISind.However, most implementations provide in such a case only one IDISind.-IDATreq HHH-IDATreq -IDATindinterrupted by: IDISindFigure 11: Modi�cation of the INRES data transferThe left TSD presented in Figure 11 is suggested in [BHS91] to deal correctly with aconnection disruption. However, with this additional TSD a possible data lossage is alsodescribed, because then a IDATreq does not necessarily lead to a IDATind or IDISind.To avoid this we introduce a TSD, in which an interrupt can occur, presented on theright side of Figure 11. The semantics of this TSD is that every part of this TSD canbe interrupted by an IDISind. For a formal semantics see [Fac95a, Fac95b]. So with thisTSD a correct description of a connection disruption without data lossage is possible.3.1.9 Modular Semantics for TSDsIn [Fac95b, Fac95a] we have given a modular semantics of TSDs. We have de�ned a map-ping from an arbitrary single TSD to a set of all allowed sequences describing the correctbehavior with respect to the TSD. We have also given a semantics of the compositionof the single TSDs. With this technique it is possible to describe the formal semanticsof the TSD part of a service speci�cation in a modular way, because an interpretationof one TSD can be done without knowledge about the other TSDs. As an intermediateform of this transformation we used a specially de�ned simple process algebra. The newde�nition is necessary due to the nondeterminism operator normally used by processalgebras. As an example let <a; b> be the sequence described by one TSD and <a; c>11



of another one. The combination of both TSDs expressed in a process algebra is:(a:b) + (a:c)However, in process algebras (a:b) + (a:c) 6= a:(b + c)holds. As a consequence the nondeterministic choice which TSD is described must bedone before or at least at the same time as the event a happens. If the choice has beenwrong, a deadlock appears even if the correct event would follow. E.g. the sequence<a; b> is chosen after an a occurs and then follows the event c. However, to describeTSDs in a modular way the negation of the last formula should hold. To describe such abehavior in [BM94] the delayed choice operator has been introduced. In our used processalgebra we introduced a nondeterministic operator with an equivalent behavior.3.1.10 Service Primitives with ParametersIn all TSDs used for the service speci�cation of the OSI basic reference model the pa-rameters of service primitives are not included. E.g. the service primitive DATreq isused instead of DATreq(data). However, for modeling a communication the parameterdata is essential. HHHH-DATreq(x) -DATind(y)x�yHHHH-DATreq(d1) -DATind(d1)
Figure 12: TSDs describing data transfer on behalf of parametersThe left TSD of Figure 12 uses service primitives with parameter. The interpretationof this TSD is that every DATreq(d1) leads to a DATind(d1). This is in contrast tothe residual failure probability which is a part of the quality of service descriptions andis a measurement for non detectable failures. To describe this correct we introducethe concept of parameter restriction, presented in the right TSD of Figure 12. Herethe equivalence relation x � y is used to describe non detectable errors. With thisconcept even the negotiation of the quality of service parameters during the connectionestablishment phase is possible if the partial ordering relation � is used instead of �.3.1.11 General Points of CriticismOne problem of TSDs is that two service primitives taking place at two di�erent serviceaccess points have to be related regarding time. For example due to the TSD shown12



in Figure 3 the event Xrequest has to happen before a Xindication. But both serviceprimitives are issued on di�erent service access points. In a global setting it is possiblethat they happen on di�erent locations in the world. The question that arises is howthis two service primitives can be put in a timing relation. One solution is the use of aglobal time to which the local time can be transformed and the other way around.Another point of criticism is that every communication event like a service primitiveis in reality divided in a sending and receiving event. The exchange is done by handshake.The sender provides his information at the interface and expects a receiving event of thereceiver. Later an abstraction of this exchange to one event can be done. However, usingTSDs the splitting into two events is not possible like in other techniques, e.g. MessageSequence Charts (MSC) [CCI92].3.2 Local ConstraintsIn the lower layers including the transport layer an isolated speci�cation of the allowedsequences of service primitives at one service access point is done. We name this localconstraints (LC) because only one service access point has to be examined without anypossible interaction of the other one.In the ISO documents two di�erent description techniques are used for specifyinglocal constraints. In all service speci�cations for describing local constraints �nite stateautomata are used. This description technique we call automata method........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Figure 13: Automata methodThe automaton presented in Figure 13 describes possible sequences of service prim-itives. E.g. after an a has happened only a c or e is possible. However, as a conse-quence of the used states it is possible that later implementations can be inuenced[ISO84b, CCI88f]:The use of a state transition diagram to describe the allowable sequences ofTS primitives does not impose any requirement or constraint on the internalorganization of any implementation of the Transport Service.13



To avoid this additionally to the automata method in the transport layer [ISO84b,CCI88f] a table based approach is used, which we call table method. Such a possibleimplementation is not restricted. This #can follow that # a b c d ea +b +c +d +e + + + +Table 1: Table methodTable 1 de�nes e.g. that after an a only c or e are possible. A closer examinationshows that this table and the automaton presented in Figure 13 describe the same se-quences. The major advantage of the table method is the higher abstractness which is aconsequence of not using states.3.2.1 Di�erent ExpressivenessThe table and the automata method are used in a similar way. Therefore the questionof a equivalent expressiveness appears. ...................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............................................................................1 a 2 a 3 b
Figure 14: Not transferable automatonThe sequences of the automaton presented in Figure 14 cannot be described by atable. Using the table method there exist two possibilities for an entry for a as successorof a:� a is allowed after an a has happened. Then also the sequence <a; a; a> is ac-cepted by the table method. But this sequence is not described by the automatonpresented in Figure 14.� a is not allowed after an a has happened. Then the sequence <a; a> is not describedby the table method. But this sequence is allowed by the automaton of Figure 14.14



Thus the automata method has a higher expressiveness than the table method. This canalso be demonstrated by the automaton used in the service speci�cation of the physicallayer [ISO88b, CCI88c] whose allowed sequences can not be described equivalently by atable. For details see [Fac95b].As a consequence a dilemma arises: We should use the method with the highestabstractness, to avoid biasing later implementations. Therefore, the table method shouldbe chosen. However, we have shown that this is not always possible. As a solution wesuggest to use the table method whenever possible, and the automata method otherwise.3.2.2 Unrestricted Service User's BehaviorWith the description techniques used for LC a distinction between input and outputservice primitives is only derived by their naming. E.g. according to the table or au-tomaton used in the service speci�cation of the transport layer [ISO84b, CCI88f] theinput service primitive T DATArequest is not allowed at any time point. This serviceprimitive is only possible during an open connection. As a consequence the service useris according to the used speci�cations restricted in its action. In [Fac95b] we extendedthe descriptions using the assumption/commitment style such that a free service user'sbehavior is possible.3.3 The Queue ModelAs a third description technique queues are used in the ISO documents. This techniquewe call queue model. The introduction of a third description technique is necessarybecause of the lacking expressiveness of the previous mentioned description techniques.The correct ordering of data during a data transfer can not be described by TSDs andLCs.Example 1: Data Transmission Service PrimitivesThis example shows that a service provider preserving the sequential ordering of adata transmission can not be described using the description techniques for TSDand LC in combination.Assume the possible scenarios if one user transmits successfully the data x1 andlater x2: <DATreq(x1); DAT ind(x1); DATreq(x2); DAT ind(x2)><DATreq(x1); DATreq(x2); DAT ind(x1); DAT ind(x2)>If a speci�cation would only use the description for TSD and LC, the sequence<DATreq(x1); DATreq(x2); DAT ind(x2); DAT ind(x1)>15



would also be described3. Then the sequential ordering of the data of the serviceprimitives x1 and x2 is violated. 2Due to the above presented observations a third description technique is necessary. Inthe ISO documents therefore a technique is introduced which is based on FIFO structures.We call this technique queue model (QM). As a �rst approximation the content of theused queues represents the non delivered data elements.The queue model is not described in the ISO documents. It is the description tech-nique with the least formal content because of the widely use of textual explanations.
............................................ ............................................ ............................................SAP SAPA B
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Figure 15: Queue modelIn Figure 15 a queue model for a bidirectional connection is presented. In each queueobjects are inserted or removed as a consequence of service primitives. E.g. the insertionof a data object DO(x) is initiated by the service primitive DATArequest(x).CO DO EXP DISCO N/A { { DESDO N/A { A/A DESEXP N/A { { DESDIS N/A { { DESTable 2: Precedence tableAs a second graphical description technique precedence tables are used by the queuemodel. We show in Table 2 an example of precedence tables. Here for simplicity COdenotes a connect object, DO a data object, EXP an expedited data object and DISa disconnect object. The entry A=A (advance ahead) denotes that an expedited dataobject may overtake a normal data object in the queue. The intuition behind this is3A formal proof of this property is given in [Fac95b].16



that the expedited elements have a higher precedence than normal ones. The entry N=A(not available) describes e.g. that a connect object can not be followed immediately byanother one. That a disconnect object may delete any preceding object is denoted byan DES entry.3.3.1 Control of ActivityAccording to the ISO documents the main control is given to the service users with theexception of disconnect objects. This can be demonstrated by the service speci�cationof the transport layer [ISO84b, CCI88f]:The objects which may be placed in a queue by a TS user (see xx12, 13 and14) are:a) connect objects : : :: : :The only objects which can be placed in a queue by the TS provider aredisconnect objects (representing T � DISCONNECT primitives and theirparameters).This leads to the possible misunderstanding that the service users posses the activitycontrol. In this case a service user may insert objects into the queue which are accordingto Figure 15 elements of the service provider. Due to the concept of data encapsulationsuch a behavior is not possible. Certainly we suppose that in the ISO documents itis only intended to give the service users the initiator role for insertion or deletion ofobjects. This event is under control of the service provider who is the only one withdirect access to the queues.3.3.2 Relation between Objects and Service PrimitivesIn the ISO documents no exact relation between service primitives and operations onthe queue is given. This has been a major problem for deriving a formal semantics of thequeue model. To provide a more formal notation than the used textual one we introducethe concept of object tables.service primitive object operation conditionCONNECTrequestA CO addAB isempty(qAB)DATAindicationB DO removeABDummy noneTable 3: Object table17



The �rst column of Table 3 contains the service primitive with an additional indexfor the denotation of the source of a service primitive. E.g. A is attached to the serviceprimitives that appear at the service access point to the service user A. The secondcolumn is used for describing the object which is related to a service primitive. The thirdcolumn contains the type of operation on the queues. We distinguish the operations:add: An add operation indicates that the associated service primitive happens only ifan object is appended to the queue.remove: An remove operation indicates that the associated service primitive happensonly if an object can be removed of the queue.none: An none operation indicates that the associated service primitive happens withoutany e�ect to the queue.The index is used for describing the queue in which the operation has to be done. E.g. ABstands for the queue from service user A to B. In the last column an additional conditionfor the operation can be given.With this description an exact speci�cation of the service provider's behavior is pos-sible, because every service primitive precisely is related to an operation on the queues.This description is used as a basic for developing a formal semantics of the queue model[Fac95b].3.3.3 Double DeletionIn the service speci�cation of data link layer [ISO88a, CCI88d] an object for the syn-chronization is introduced. This object can be removed by a following reset object. Thisis indicated in the precedence table by a DES entry. In a textual addition it has beenstated that then both objects, the synchronization and reset object are deleted. How-ever, a DES entry describes only the deletion of the preceding object. To distinguishthis di�erent e�ects we suggest to use our DESboth entry, which indicates that bothelements are removed.4 ConclusionIn this paper we presented the results of a formalization of the ISO/OSI basic referencemodel, which are also valuable for informal descriptions. We demonstrated that theuse of a constraint oriented speci�cation style improves the reusability of a speci�cationsigni�cantly. With this major improvement a formal speci�cation of the di�erent layershas been carried out in [Fac95b], leaving out only minor details.The conclusions drawn from a formal speci�cation are important for further devel-opment steps, e.g. a formal method for developing an implementation. But this formal-ization is also valuable for the informal descriptions in the actual and further documentswhich describe a service speci�cation, because the used techniques gain more clarity. As18



an example we have signi�cantly improved time sequence diagrams. We have introducedan exact interpretation of TSDs such that some elements can now be used for further for-mal work. We have given the tilde symbol an exact interpretation. With our presentedmethod, the tilde symbol can be moved from the appendix of [ISO94] to the main partof this de�nition. Furthermore the text of the de�nition of TSDs can be signi�cantlyenlarged, because of the existing precise interpretation of TSDs. This would also leadto more clarity by exchanging TSDs between several users. In the de�nition of TSDs[CCI88b] the two used styles have been suggested to be equivalent but we have shownthat these styles have a di�erent expressiveness. As a consequence we provided a formalargumentation for using the in [ISO87a] called \correct representation" because of itshigher expressiveness. We de�ned the semantics of composing TSD, which has not beenintroduced by the ISO and CCITT texts. We have also detected and corrected somelack of preciseness in the graphical representation of TSDs.Despite the fact that the description techniques used for the speci�cation of the localconstraints have a very high formal level we have shown the di�erent expressiveness ofthe used description techniques. This leads to a contrary situation: The more abstracttechnique can not be used in every layer.The third description technique used for the queue model gains more precisenesseven in the informal notation by the introduction of the object tables. Furthermore wecorrected the use of the precedence table in the case of double deletion.AcknowledgmentI thank Manfred Broy, Ekkart Rudolph and Ketil St�len for careful reading preliminaryversions of this paper and providing valuable feedback.References[AL93] Martin Abadi and Leslie Lamport. Conjoining speci�cations. Technical Re-port 118, Digital System Research Center, December 1993.[BHS91] Ferenc Belina, Dieter Hogrefe, and Amardeo Sarma. SDL with Applicationsfrom Protocol Speci�cation. Prentice Hall, 1991.[BM94] J. C. M. Baeten and S. Mauw. Delayed choice: an operator for joiningMessage Sequence Charts. In Dieter Hogrefe and Stefan Leue, editors, Par-ticipant's Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on FormalDescription Techniques (FORTE 94), pages 327{341, 1994.[CCI88a] CCITT. X.200, reference model of Open System Interconnection for CCITTapplications. Blue Book, FASCICLE VIII.4, Recommendations X.200-X.219,November 1988. 19
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